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AIIMS RISHIKESH

INDENT FOR PURCHASE OF STORES

(FORM P-2)

Please fill a separate form for each item

please fill completely in triplicate. Incomplete forms and those with illegible writing

may not be accepted.

Name of items with full specifications & required accessories Quantity
(in
figures
and
words)

Cost per
unit
(approx)
in foreign
currency
and
Rupees

Total
cost
(approx)

Specifications Multiplace Rectangular Hyperbaric Chamber
1. Design Pressure of 3 ATA and Hydro Test Pressure of 1.3 times the

designed pressure. lt shall be pressurized using compressed air. The

working pressure shall be not less than 3 ata.

2. Pressure Vessel must be compliant to ASME Sec Vlll Div I certified (U

stamped) and National Board Registerbd

3. ASME PVHO Compliant (must be certified by a ASME Authorized

Inspection Agency such as HSB )

4. Company must have FDA 510k Clearance for their Multiplace Chambers

and have installed similar Multiplace Chambers in the US. Company must

have atleast installed Cylindrical Multiplace Chambers.in the US and must

. be able to show the installation sites to the hospital as a pre requisite. lf

the company can show only cylindrical Multiplace installations in the US,

they should show a similar Modular Installation in other countries.

5. System should consist of a Main Chamber with Sliding Door.

6. Doctors or peisonnel should be able to enter the Main chamber through

the sliding door that is motor controlled.

7. Steel Used - all the material used should be as per ASME standards.

Main Chamber Requirements
L. The Main Chamber/Compartment should consist of Modular Sections

that provides complete privacy for patients. The sections should have

individual seating for patients and the patients should be isolated from

adjacent patients completely for privacy and to prevent cross

contamination.
o Each Section should consist of a middle pathway of minimum 2.3

feet and two patients facing each other on either side of the middle

pathway. There should be a screen that patients can use to cover

their section for increased privacy.

o Subsequent sections should bolt onto each other thereby allowing

for increasing the number of patients at a later time.

Should be able to seat 6 patients in the Main Chamber.

Ergonomically formed High back rest seats.

The seats should be fully reclinable and angle of inclinationsn6uif,nd
controllable by the patient and the operator (with a manual override)'

The upholstery should be covered with flame retardant material.

The seats Should have a break to allow patients to comfortably use a

hood - the neckseal should not interfere with the backrest.

Each seat should have individual air conditioning with fui! controls with

the patient.
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The air conditioning or ECU (Environmental Control Unit) system
should consist of a Motor on the outside of the pressure hull that
driving a fan on the inside of the chamber through a heat
exchanger. The motor should not be on the inside to prevent any
fire hazard.

The Heat exchanger can be cooled using a refrigerant or a water
chiller but the refrigeranLshould not enter the chamber as this
could pose an additional risk.

The air should be constantly filtered to remove any odors.
since different patients have different comfort levels with regards
to the temperature, each patient should be able to control the air
flow and temperature to them individually. They should be able to
adjust the flow to them and the temperature. They should be able
to adjust this in any seat position.

Each seat should have dimmable lighting that can be controlled by the
patient.
o In order to ensure safety, we do not want any LED,s or light sources

with electricalenergy inside the chamber.
The lighting should consist of a LED on the outside with lights
transmitted through fiber optics into the chamber.
There should be one set of lights per patient that the patient can
dim using a controller.

9. Operator must be able to communicate with the patients through a
communication svstem.

The speaker should be on the outside of the chamber with the
sound transmitted through the pressure hull using special
penetrators. For safety, the chamber should not have the speakers
inside the chamber as that could be a fire hazard if the speakers
malfunction.
The Microphone should be enclosed in a box and allow the patient
to communicate with the operator hands free.

10. lP camera should allow for operator to visualize the patients face at all
times regardless of the seat position. This is to ensure that operator is
monitoring the patient for any signs of discomfort and oxygen toxicity.
o We should be able to view the patients in Multiple computers

remotely with the ability to store the videos for upto l- week.
11. Should have a motorized sliding Rectangular Door on the outside.

o Should be wide enough to allow for easy movement of wheel
chairs and stretchers.

12. The chamber should also have a secondary entry lock door that consists
of a sliding mechanism on the inside of the chamber to allow for
emergency access to patients without depressurizing the main
chamber.

13. The seating should be such that when the patients are seated, the
middle pathway should be free for the attendant to walk to check up
on patients.

o The attendant shourd be abre to open the screen to check on
patients.

14. Each seat should have individual BIBS system and should accommodate
a Hood for upto 3 ATA and a overboard Dump Mask for.upto GRTA. -r i

The Common Featuresr ne common Features
1. operator should be able to sample air in the chambers to ensure safe

operation.
2. Demand regulators in both chambers and all piping should be concealed

neatly.
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3. Silencers shall be fitted as a standard item for air inlet and exhaust systems



to=adequately attenuate noise to a level below 85 dB (A) as required by

Sntbl console should be touch screen based system with manual backup

controls for controlling pressurization, pressurization rates,

depressurization, depressurization rates, and ventilation rate'

r CO2 and oxygen monitors with control panel readout'

o Depth gauges for each lock (int6rnally for l.A. and externally at control

panel).
o At least one (1) split screen LCD color monitor for the close loop TV

system connected to CCW cameras in the main compartment'
o Two (2) depth gauges, class 0.25%, DN 200 mm, with ATA and PSI scale

for pressure monitoring inside the main compartment'
o

a

A pressure gauge for pressure monitoring in the pressurization line.

Two (2)oxygen analyzers with chemical cells with two independent

analysis points inside the main compartment shall be provided. The

analyzers shall be such designed as to automatically stop the oxygen

flow to the masks and sends airflow instead in case where oxygen

percentage inside the chamber exceeds the upper limit'

A discrete wireless phone system with a handset and belt-mounted

headsets, an amplified telephone system and a sound powered

emergency phone shall be provided for communication between

control panel, main comPartment'

Digital timers to indicate the therapy times in the main compartment.

A general electric panel for control of compressors, console etc.

A Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) Electrical back up'

A light control panel with independent on / off switch for each light.

Two (2) ManualValves firefighting system activation'

A touch screen computer programmed for the following tasks shall be

provided.

5. The chamber Should consist of a Fire Suppression System that is NFPA - 99

Compliant.
o Should consist of a Deluge tank and a hand line tank'

o Deluge tank should be capable of being activated from inside and

outside with water delivered through UL listed nozzles'

o Hand line tank operation from the inside should be at multiple points

for each access.

r System should constantly indicate water level and pressure in Deluge

and Hand line tanks.

o Activation of either system should result in activation of Horn and

Strobe and should switch the BIBS to air instead of oxygen'

6. A medical lock with fail safe mechanism' The door shall be fitted with a

safety system to prevent the door from being opened whilst the chamber is

pressu rized.

7. Multiple additional penetrators
o 30-40 penetrators or 3 strategically placed blank plates bolted to

the hull which allow for later removal and penetrator drilling to

sPecific size'

8. Safety Relief Valve that is ASME and PED certified in both compartments to

prevent over Pressurization.
9. Non Slip Flooring designed for easy cleaning' i;

y System consisting of LP sYstem

1. The LP System should consist of
. A duplex OIL Free air compressor - 15 HP Motor, 125 Psi'

o ASME ceriified Air receiver with food grade paint on the inside.

o Refrigerant air dryer.
o Fine and Very Fine Filter with indicators for changing filters.

o
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o Air re reduction panel to deliver air to the chamber at the
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't-3. For equipment please provide the following information

I

Detaile.d description of the actual use of the equipment

Is the equipment to be used for patient care of research:

If both, state o/o of time to be used for patient care: o/o of time to be used for research

Is this/ similar equipment already available in the department?

When purchased? Cost at that time: Present functional status: Tests/
procedures done on this equipment in last year:

Revenue generated by this equipment in last year:

If yes, what is the justification for this purchase?

Is this/similar equipment available in any other department in the Institute?

If yes, what is the justification for this purchase?

4. For Consumables, olease provide following information:

Description of stocks available

When was it last purchased? In what quantity?

Source

Test/ procedures done in this period:

Revenue generated in this period:

Average annual consumption

Shelf life

Period for which this purchase will last Number of tests likely to be done with this quantity:

5, For furniture, please provide the followingrinformation:

Exact location and use

Existing furniture at that place

Justification for this purchase

Possible sources (name all sources you know) from where item may be obtained (name,
address, phone no, fax no, email, etc of contact person) . {iq
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For use of Central Store

Details of last purchase of this item

Date/Reference Indentor/Deptt Qqantity Rate (per unit) Source Stock in
hand

7. For use of Purchasb Section

' Method of purchase recbmmended' Single
tender/ limited tender/ open tender/ DIIUP-CMSD/DGS&D Rate Running Contract/
Local Cash Purchase

Store Keeper
Date.

Store Technical Assistant
Dat€

Store Purchase Officer
Date

Date:
Date:

JD MM

Date
Tender/ Enquiry No.
Supply Order No.
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